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FROM UNINTEGRATED GLUON DISTRIBUTIONS TOPARTICLE PRODUCTION IN NUCLEON�NUCLEONCOLLISIONS AT RHIC ENERGIESA. SzzurekH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Polandand University of RzeszówRejtana 16a, 35-959 Rzeszów, Poland(Reeived April 15, 2003)Dediated to Jan Kwiei«ski in honour of his 65th birthdayThe inlusive distributions of gluons and pions are alulated with ab-solute normalization for high-energy nuleon�nuleon ollisions. The re-sults for several unintegrated gluon distributions from the literature areompared. The gluon distribution proposed reently by Kharzeev andLevin based on the idea of gluon saturation is tested against DIS datafrom HERA. We �nd huge di�erenes in both rapidity and transverse mo-mentum distributions of gluons and pions in nuleon�nuleon ollisions fordi�erent models of unintegrated gluon distributions. The approximationsused reently in the literature are disussed. The Kharzeev�Levin gluondistribution gives extremely good desription of momentum distribution ofharged hadrons at midrapidities. Contrary to a reent laim in the lit-erature, we �nd that the gluoni mehanism disussed does not desribethe inlusive spetra of harged partiles in the fragmentation region, i.e.in the region of large jyj for any unintegrated gluon distribution from theliterature.PACS numbers: 12.38.Bx, 13.85.Hd, 13.85.Ni1. IntrodutionThe reent results from RHIC (see e.g. [1℄) have attrated renewed in-terest in better understanding the dynamis of partile prodution, not onlyin nulear ollisions.Quite di�erent approahes [2�4℄ have been used to desribe the partilespetra from the nulear ollisions [4℄. The thermal models do not makea diret link to nuleon�nuleon ollisions. In ontrast, in dual parton ap-proahes (DPM) the nuleon�nuleon ollisions are the basi ingredients(3191)



3192 A. Szzurekof nulear ollisions. Somewhat extreme model in Ref. [3℄ with an edu-ated guess for unintegrated gluon distribution desribes surprisingly wellthe whole harged partile rapidity distribution by means of gluoni meh-anisms only. Suh a gluoni mehanism would lead to the idential pro-dution of positively and negatively harged hadrons. The reent results ofthe BRAHMS experiment [5℄ put into question the suessful desription ofRef. [3℄ and show that the DPM type approahes seems more orret. In thelight of the BRAHMS experiment is beomes obvious that the large rapidityregions have more ompliated �avour struture. The pure gluoni meha-nisms, if at all, an be dominant only at midrapidities although the hargedkaons [5℄ show that even this is doubtful. Similarly also the thermal modelshave di�ulties to desribe the (pseudo)rapidity dependene of partile toantipartile ratios [5℄ and have to limit to the midrapidity only. In priniple,the dynamis in nuleus�nuleus ollision is fairly ompliated and requiresa separate analysis. In the following I onentrate only on nuleon�nuleonollisions � the basi ingredients of the nuleus�nuleus ollisions.On the mirosopi level the approah of Kharzeev and Levin [3℄ is basedon the gluon�gluon fusion. The gluon�gluon fusion is expeted to be thedominant proess at midrapidities and at asymptotially large energies. Itis not lear how large the energy should be to validate this thesis. Thephysis in the fragmentation region is somewhat di�erent. It was suggestedlong ago [6℄ that pions in the fragmentation region are orrelated with thevalene quark distributions in hadrons.The standard hadronization approahes are based rather on the2 ! 2 partoni subproesses whih onstitute only a part of the dynamis.The perturbative omponent of these hybrid models has a �avour strutureas ditated by the quark/antiquark distributions. On the other hand, the�avour struture of the remaining soft omponent is not so expliit. Further-more the partition into �soft� and �hard� omponents is somewhat arbitrary,being to some extend rather an artifat of a natural failure in applying the(2 ! 2) pQCD at low transverse momenta of hadrons than a lear borderof the two regions.In this paper I disuss the relation between unintegrated gluon distri-butions in hadrons and the inlusive momentum distribution of partilesprodued in hadroni ollisions. The results obtained with di�erent unin-tegrated gluon distributions presented reently in the literature are shownand ompared. In the present study I limit to the nuleon�nuleon ollisionsonly and leave the nuleus�nuleus ollisions for a separate analysis.



From Unintegrated Gluon Distributions : : : 31932. Photon�nuleon ross setion at high energiesIt beame a standard in reent years to �rst desribe the HERA data andonly then to test the resulting gluon distributions in other proesses. We tryto follow this reasonable methodology also for jet and partile prodution.It is known that the LO total �N ross setion an be written in theform ��Ntot =Xq Z dz Z d2� j	�!q�q(Q; z; �)j2 �(q�q)N (x; �) : (1)In this paper we take the so-alled quark�antiquark photon wave funtionof the perturbative form [7℄. As usual, in order to orret the photon wavefuntion for large dipole sizes (nonperturbative region) we introdue an ef-fetive quark/antiquark mass (me� = m0). The dipole�nuleon ross setionan be parametrized or alulated from the unintegrated gluon distribution�(q�q)N (x; �) = 4�3 Z d2�t�2t [1� exp(i ~�t~�)℄�sF(x; �2t )= 4�23 Z d�2t�2t [1� J0(�t�)℄�sF(x; �2t ) : (2)In the equation above the running oupling onstant is �xed onstant oris frozen aording to an analyti presription [8℄. In the next setion weshall ompare the dipole�nuleon ross setions alulated from di�erentunintegrated gluon distributions.3. Unintegrated gluon distributionsSearh for the unintegrated gluon distribution in the nuleon was a sub-jet of ative both theoretial and phenomenologial researh in reent years.Still at present the unintegrated gluon distributions are rather poorly known.The main reason of the di�ulties is the fat that the unintegrated gluondistribution is a quantity whih depends on at least two variables (x and �2)in a nontrivial and a priori unknown way. Another di�ulty is in an unam-biguous separation of perturbative and nonperturbative regions. In generaldi�erent phenomena test the unintegrated gluon distribution in di�erent or-ners of the phase spae. Therefore it is not surprising that di�erent gluondistributions found in the literature, extrated from the analyses of di�er-ent phenomena, di�er among themselves onsiderably [9℄. In this setion Iollet and brie�y disuss gluon distributions used in the present alulationof the jet and partile prodution. There are two di�erent onventions ofintroduing unintegrated gluon distributions in the literature. The resultingquantities are denoted as f (dimenionless quantity) and F (with dimension1/GeV2). We shall keep this notation throughout the present paper.



3194 A. Szzurek3.1. BFKL gluon distributionAt very low x the unintegrated gluon distributions are believed to ful�lBFKL equation [10℄ (see also [11℄). After some simpli�ations [12℄ the BFKLequation reads�x�f(x; q2t )�x = �sN� q2t 1Z0 dq21tq21t "f(x; q21t)� f(x; q2t )jq2t � q21tj + f(x; q2t )pq4t + 4q41t# : (3)The homogeneous BFKL equation an be solved numerially [12℄. Herein the pratial appliations we shall use a simple parametrization for thesolution [13℄f(x; �2t ) = Cx� ��2tq20 �1=2 ~�0p2��00 ln(1=x) exp �� ln2(�2t=�q2)r2�00 ln(1=x)� : (4)In the above expression � = 4��s ln 2, �00 = 28 ��s�(3), ��s = 3�s=�, �(3) =1:202. The remaining parameters were adjusted in [13℄ to reprodue with asatisfatory auray the gluon distribution whih was obtained in [12℄ asthe numerial solution of the BFKL equation. It was found that �q = q0 =1, C ��0 = 1:19 and r = 0:15 [13℄.3.2. Gole-Biernat�Wüstho� gluon distributionAnother parametrization of gluon distribution in the proton an be ob-tained based on the Gole-Biernat�Wüstho� parametrization of the dipole�nuleon ross setion with parameters �tted to the HERA data [14℄. Theresulting gluon distribution reads [15℄:�sF(x; �2t ) = 3�04�2R20(x)�2t exp(�R20(x)�2t ) ; (5)where R0(x) = 1GeV � xx0��=2 : (6)From their �t to the data: �0 = 29.12 mb, x0 = 0.41 10�4, � = 0.277 [14℄.In order to determine the gluon distribution needed in alulating jet andpartile prodution we shall take �s = 0.2.3.3. Kharzeev�Levin gluon distributionAnother parametrization, also based on the idea of gluon saturation,was proposed reently in [3℄. In ontrast to the GBW approah [14℄, where



From Unintegrated Gluon Distributions : : : 3195the dipole�nuleon ross setion is parametrized, in the Kharzeev�Levin ap-proah it is the gluon distribution whih is parametrized. In the followingwe shall onsider the most simpli�ed funtional form:F(x; �2) = (f0 if �2 < Q2s ;f0 Q2s�2 if �2 > Q2s : (7)The saturation momentum Qs is parametrized exatly as in the GBW modelQ2s(x) = 1 GeV2 �x0x ��. It was laimed in [3℄ that the gluon distribution like(7) leads to a good desription of the reent RHIC rapidity distributions.It is interesting to hek its performane for the deep inelasti sattering atlow Bjorken x.In the following the normalization onstant f0 is adjusted to roughlydesribe the HERA data. We �nd f0 = 170 mb. The quality of the �t isshown in Fig. 1 for Q2 = 0.25, 5, 10 GeV2. In this �t the running ouplingonstant frozen aording to [8℄ was used. The result at low photon virtuality(Q2 = 0:25 GeV2) depends also on the value of the quark/antiquark e�etivemass. In the alulation in Fig. 1 m0 = 0:15 GeV (solid) and m0 = 0:10 GeV(dashed) was used. It an be inferred from the �gure that the (virtual)

Fig. 1. The ross setion ��ptot as a funtion of the enter of mass energy W for Q2= 0.25 GeV2, Q2 = 5 GeV2 and Q2 = 10 GeV2. The results obtained with the KLgluon distribution (m0 = 0:15=0:10 GeV) are shown by the solid and dashed lines.Experimental data were taken from [25℄.



3196 A. Szzurekphoton�proton ross setion at large virtuality (Q2 = 5; 10 GeV2) is inpratie independent of the e�etive quark mass. This allows to �x thegluon normalization onstant f0.In order to better visualize the di�erene to the GBW model, in Fig. 2 Iompare the dipole�nuleon ross setions in both parametrizations for x =10�2, 10�3, 10�4. In the GBW approah the dipole�nuleon ross setionsaturates at large dipole size. In ontrast to the GBW parametrization, thedipole�nuleon ross setion alulated aording to Eq. (2) based on theKL gluon distribution (7) grows slowly with the dipole size �.

Fig. 2. The dipole�nuleon ross setion as a funtion of the transverse dipole size� for the GBW (dashed) and KL (dotted) unintegrated gluon distributions.3.4. Kimber�Martin�Ryskin gluon distributionThe unintegrated gluon distribution an be obtained even when the in-tegrated gluon distribution ful�ls standard DGLAP evolution equation. Atvery small x F(x; �2) = ��Q2 �xg(x;Q2)�����Q2=�2 : (8)This presription breaks at larger values of x when the derivative of thegluon distribution beomes negative. This may be somewhat improved byintroduing a Sudakov form fator Tg(�2; �2). Then the unintegrated gluon



From Unintegrated Gluon Distributions : : : 3197distribution reads [18℄:F(x; �2; �2) = ��Q2 �T (Q2; �2)xg(x;Q2)�����Q2=�2 : (9)Resumming virtual ontributions to DGLAP equation, the unintegratedparton distributions an be written as [18℄fa(x; �2; �2) = Ta(�2; �2) �s(�2)2� Xa0 1�ÆZx Paa0(z)�xz � a0 �xz ; �2� dz : (10)Speializing to the gluon distribution the Sudakov form fator reads asTg(�2; �2) = exp0B�� �2Z�2 dp2p2 �s(p2)2� 1�ÆZ0 dzz "Pgg(z) +Xq Pqg(z)#1CA : (11)The Sudakov form fator introdues a dependene on a seond sale �2. It isreasonable to assume that the unintegrated gluon density given by (10) startsonly for �2t > �2t0 [16℄. At lower �2t an extrapolation is needed. In our aseof partile distributions the results are sensitive to rather low �. Beause ofthis, a use of the GRV integrated gluon distribution [19, 20℄ in (10) seemsmore adequate than any other PDF. Following Ref. [17℄ �2t0 = 0:5 GeV2is taken as the lowest value where the unintegrated gluon distribution isalulated from Eq. (10). Below it is assumedF(x; �2) = f(x; �2)�2 = f(x; �20)�20 : (12)The hoie of �2 in our ase of jet (partile) prodution is not ompletelyobvious. In the present analysis �2 = p2t is assumed, where pt is transversemomentum of the produed gluon (� jet). In aord with the interpreta-tion of the Sudakov form fator as a survival probability we assume that iftransverse momentum of the produed gluon is smaller than the transversemomentum of the last gluon of the ladder (pt < �1 or pt < �2, see next se-tion) then the orresponding Sudakov form fator is set to 1, i.e. we do notallow for any enhanement. If Tg in Eq. (10) is ignored we shall denote theorresponding gluon distribution as fDGLAP or FDGLAP and all it DGLAPgluon distribution for brevity.



3198 A. Szzurek3.5. Blümlein gluon distributionIn the approah of Blümlein [21℄ the �2t dependent gluon distributionsatisfying the BFKL equation an be represented as the onvolution of theintegrated gluon density xg(x; �2) and a universal funtion BF(x; �2t ; �2) = 1Zx B(z; �2t ; �2)xz g �xz ; �2� dz : (13)The universal funtion B(x; �2t ; �2) an be represented as a series [21℄. The�rst term of the expansion desribes BFKL dynamis in the double-logarith-mi approximation:B(z; �2t ; �2) = ( ��sz�2t J0(2p��s log(1=z) log(�2=�2t )) if �2t < �2 ;��sz�2t I0(2p��s log(1=z) log(�2t=�2)) if �2t > �2 ; (14)where ��s = 3�s=�.In DIS there is a natural hoie of the sale �2. The hoie of the saleis not so obvious in the ase onsidered in the present paper. I shall arguethat in pratie the dependene on that sale is very weak. In the followingI shall use the integrated gluon distribution in Eq. (13) from Ref. [19℄.4. Inlusive gluon produtionBefore we go to partile prodution in the next setion, let us onsiderthe �rst step of the proess � prodution of partons. At high energies gluonsare the most abundantly produed partons in hadron�hadron ollisions. Alsogluons are responsible for their prodution.At su�iently high energy the ross setion for inlusive gluon produtionin h1+h2 ! g an be written in terms of the unintegrated gluon distributions�in� both olliding hadrons:d�dyd2pt = 16NN2 � 1 1p2t Z �s(
2)F1(x1; �21)F2(x2; �22)Æ(~�1+~�2�~pt) d2�1d2�2 :(15)In the equation above f1 and f2 are unintegrated gluon distributions inhadron h1 and h2, respetively. The longitudinal momentum frations are�xed by kinematis: x1=2 = ptps exp(�y). Generally the smaller jet (parton)momenta pt, the smaller x1=2 ome into play. The argument of the runningoupling onstant is taken as 
2 = max(�21; �22; p2t ). The formula (15) abovewas �rst written by Gribov, Levin and Ryskin [22℄ (see also [23℄) and usedlater e.g. in [13℄. As disussed in Ref. [24℄ the normalization of the ross



From Unintegrated Gluon Distributions : : : 3199setion in some previous works was not always orret. Making use of the Æfuntion (momentum onservation) one an simplify (15) to the integrald�dyd2pt = 16NN2 � 1 1p2t 14�Z �s(
2)F1 �x1;�~pt + ~qt2 ��F2�x2;�~pt � ~qt2 �� d2qt ; (16)where ~qt = ~�1�~�2 was introdued. The fator 1/4 is the Jaobian of trans-formation from (~�1, ~�2) to (~pt, ~qt). The integral above is a two-dimensionalintegral over d2qt, i.e. over qtdqtd�, where � is the azimuthal angle betweenqt and pt. The original integral (16) an be written asd�dyd2pt = Z I(�) d� ; (17)where I(�) = 4NN2 � 1 1p2t Z �s(
2)F1 �x1; �21�F2 �x2; �22� qtdqt : (18)

Fig. 3. The intrinsi azimuthal orrelations for di�erent unintegrated gluon distri-butions: GBW (dashed), KL (solid), BFKL (dotted), Blümlein (thik dash-dotted),DGLAP (thik dashed) and KMR (thik solid) at W = 200 GeV.



3200 A. SzzurekIn Fig. 3, I show the intrinsi angular orrelation funtion I(�) for di�er-ent models of unintegrated gluon distributions for a RHIC energy W = 200GeV. In this alulation y = 0 and pt = 1 GeV was taken. Quite a di�er-ent pattern is obtained for di�erent unintegrated gluon distributions. The�-distribution is �at for the KL, BFKL, DGLAP and KMR gluon distribu-tions. The most pronouned struture is obtained with the Blümlein gluondistribution [21℄(GRV95, �2 = 10 GeV2). It was heked that the Blüm-lein (GRV95) gluon distribution is not very sensitive to the hoie of theseond sale �2. The � dependene at y 6= 0 also strongly depends on theunintegrated gluon distribution.It was suggested in [3℄ that the integral (16) may be approximated bythe formulad�dyd2pt = 4N�sN2 � 1 1p2t Z �F1(x1; p2t )F2(x2; q2t ) + F1(x1; q2t )F2(x2; p2t )� dq2t :(19)In Fig. 4 (rapidity distribution) and Fig. 5 (transverse momentum distri-bution) I ompare the results using the exat Eq. (16) and the approximateEq. (19) formulae for di�erent models of unintegrated gluon distributions.In Fig. 4 the integration over pt > 0:5 GeV is performed while in Fig. 5,

Fig. 4. A omparison of the gluon rapidity distributions obtained from the exat(16) (thik lines) and approximate (19) (thin lines) formula for di�erent models ofunintegrated gluon distributions at W = 200 GeV.



From Unintegrated Gluon Distributions : : : 3201

Fig. 5. A omparison of the gluon transverse momentum distributions obtainedfrom the exat (16) (thik lines) and approximate (19) (thin lines) formula fordi�erent models of unintegrated gluon distributions at W = 200 GeV.

Fig. 6. Inlusive gluon rapidity distribution (pt > 0:5 GeV) at W = 200 GeV fordi�erent models of unintegrated gluon distributions.



3202 A. Szzurek�1 < y < 1. In both ases �s was �xed at 0.2. As an be seen by inspetionof the �gures the use of the approximate formula is quantitatively justi�edfor the KL, BFKL gluon distributions and not justi�ed for the GBW one.In Fig. 6 I ompare the ross setion d�dy (y) for di�erent models of un-integrated gluon distributions. In this alulation pt < 0:5 was assumed.The rapidity distribution of gluons are rather di�erent for di�erent gluonPDF. Average values of x1 and x2 obtained with di�erent gluon distribu-tion with the pt interval hosen are shown in Fig. 7. The following generalobservations an be made. Average value hx1i and hx2i only weakly de-pend on the model of unintegrated gluon distribution. For y � 0 at theRHIC energy W = 200 GeV one tests unintegrated gluon distributions atxg = 10�3�10�2. This is the region known already from the HERA kinemat-is. When jyj grows one tests more and more asymmetri (in x1 and x2)on�gurations. For large jyj either x1 is extremely small (x1 < 10�4) andx2 ! 1 or x1 ! 1 and x2 is extremely small (x2 < 10�4). These are regionsof gluon momentum fration where the unintegrated gluon PDF is ratherpoorly known. The approximation used in obtaining unintegrated gluon dis-tributions are valid ertainly only for x < 0:1. In order to extrapolate thegluon distribution to xg ! 1 I multiply the gluon distributions from theprevious setion by a fator (1� xg)n, where n = 5�7.

Fig. 7. The average value of x1 and x2 for pt > 0:5 GeV and at W = 200 GeV.Lines orresponding to di�erent unintegrated gluon PDF are idential as in theprevious �gure.



From Unintegrated Gluon Distributions : : : 3203In the approah onsidered in the present paper (for details see nextsetion) the prodution of partiles is sensitive to rather small gluon (alledequivalently jet despite of the small transverse momentum) transverse mo-menta.

Fig. 8. Inlusive gluon transverse momentum distribution (�1 < y < 1) atW = 200 GeV for di�erent models of unintegrated gluon distributions: BFKL(dotted), GBW (dashed), KL (solid), Blümlein (thik dash-dotted) and DGLAP(thik dashed).In Fig. 8 I plot d�dpt (pt) in the low pt region. In these alulations the gluonrapidity was integrated in the interval�1 < y < 1. The results obtained withdi�erent models for unintegrated gluon distributions di�er onsiderably. Thetransverse momentum distribution obtained with the GBW gluon densityis muh steeper than the distribution for any other gluon density. Theinlusion of DGLAP evolution as in [26℄ would probably hange the situation.In the ase of the Blümlein gluon distribution the transverse momentumspetrum has a natural low-pt ut-o� if the sale �2 = p2t is hosen. If similarpresription of the sale is used for alulating gluon transverse momentumdistribution with KMR method the DGLAP and KMR results are almostidential. Contrary to the laim in [3℄ the result obtained with the GBWand KL gluon distributions di�er onsiderably.The rapidity and pseudorapidity distributions of partons (massless par-tiles) are idential. The situation hanges when massive partiles are pro-dued in the �nal state via fragmentation. Below we disuss how to take intoaount the unknown hadronization proess with the help of phenomenolog-ial fragmentation funtions.



3204 A. Szzurek5. From gluon to partile distributionsIn Ref. [3℄ it was assumed, based on the onept of loal parton�hadronduality, that the rapidity distribution of partiles is idential to the rapid-ity distribution of gluons. This seems to be a very severe assumption andfor massive partiles this idea must lead to inorret results, espeially inthe fragmentation region. This approah leads to e.g. (massive) partileswith rapidities (yh) beyond the allowed kinematial region (yh;min; yh;max).Furthermore in [3℄ the normalization of rapidity distributions was �tted tothe experimental harged partile rapidity distributions. In our opinion,the good desription of the harged partile distribution in the full rangeof rapidity in Ref. [3℄ is due to these simpli�ations rather than due to theunderlying dynamis.In the present approah I follow a di�erent, yet simple, approah whihmakes use of phenomenologial fragmentation funtions (see e.g. [27, 28℄).For our present exploratory study it seems su�ient to assume that theemitted hadron, mostly pion, is ollinear to the gluon diretion (�h = �g).This is equivalent to �h = �g = yg, where �h and �g are hadron and gluonpseudorapitity, respetively.In experiments a good identi�ation of partiles is not always ahievedwhih makes impossible to determine the rapidity of a partile. The pratiethen is to measure pseudorapidity. The rapidity of a given type of hadrons(yh) with a mass mh an be obtained from the pseudorapidity asyh = 12 2664rm2h+p2t;hp2t;h + sinh2 �h + sinh�hrm2h+p2t;hp2t;h + sinh2 �h � sinh�h3775 : (20)The ollinearity of partons and partiles leads to the following relation be-tween rapidity of the gluon and hadronyg = arsinh�mt;hpt;h sinhyh� ; (21)where the transverse mass mt;h = qm2h + p2t;h. In order to introdue phe-nomenologial fragmentation funtions one has to de�ne a new kinematialvariable. In aord with e+e� and ep ollisions I de�ne a standard auxiliaryquantity z by the equation Eh = zEg. This leads to the following relationbetween transverse momenta of the gluon and hadronpt;g = pt;hz J(mt;h; yh) ; (22)



From Unintegrated Gluon Distributions : : : 3205where J(mt;h; yh) =  1� m2hm2t;h osh2 yh!�1=2 : (23)Now we an write the single partile distribution in terms of the gluon dis-tribution from the last setion as followsd�(�h; pt;h)d�hd2pt;h = Z dygd2pt;g Z dz Dg!h(z; �2D)�Æ(yg � �h) Æ2 �~pt;h � z~pt;gJ � d�(yg; pt;g)dygd2pt;g : (24)Making use of the Æ funtions we an write the single partile spetrum asd�(�h; pt;h)d�hd2pt;h = zmaxZzmin dzJ2Dg!h(z; �2D)z2 d�(yg; pt;g)dygd2pt;g ����� yg=�hpt;g=Jpt;h=z : (25)Experimentally instead of the two-dimensional spetrum (25) one determinesrather one-dimensional spetra in either �h or pt;h.The one-dimensional pseudorapidity distribution an be obtained by in-tegration over hadron transverse momentad�(�h)d�h = Z d2pt;h d�(�h; pt;h)d�hd2pt;h : (26)Stable partiles1 are produed diretly in the fragmentation proess orare deay produts of other unstable partiles. There are a few global anal-yses of fragmentation funtion in the literature up to next-to-leading or-der [30�33℄. In the present alulation I shall use only leading order frag-mentation funtions from [30, 31℄. One should remember, however, thatboth e+e� and ep ollisions do not allow to uniquely determine Dg!h frag-mentation funtions. In order to test sensitivity of our results to these, inmy opinion, not quite well known objets I shall use also simple funtionalforms: Dg!h(z) = 21�zz (model I) or Dg!h(z) = 3 (1�z)2z (model II) with thefators in front adjusted to onserve momentum sum rule. When hargedpartiles are measured only, then to a good approximation it is su�ient tomultiply the fragmentation funtions above by a fator 2/3.In Fig. 9 I ompare pseudorapidity distribution of harged pions atW = 200 GeV alulated with the KL gluon distribution and di�erentparametrizations of fragmentation funtions. For the BKK1995 [30℄ and for1 Here by stable partiles we mean the partiles registered in detetors



3206 A. Szzurek

Fig. 9. Charged-pion pseudorapidity distribution at W = 200 GeV for the KL un-integrated gluon distribution for di�erent parametrizations of fragmentation fun-tions. In this alulation pt;h > 0.2 GeV. The experimental data of the UA5Collaboration are taken from [35℄.the KKP2000 [31℄ fragmentation funtions the fatorization sale was set to�2D = p2t;g, exept for pt;g < 1 GeV, where it was frozen at �2D = 1 GeV2. Forreferene shown are also experimental data for harged partiles measuredby the UA5 Collaboration at CERN [35℄. The results only weakly depend onthe hoie of the g ! � fragmentation funtion. It is worth stressing that thetheoretial ross setion at �h � 0 is almost onsistent with the experimen-tal one. However, the shapes of theoretial and experimental pseudorapiditydistributions di�er signi�antly. It seems there is a room for di�erent meh-anisms typial for fragmentation regions. The spei�ity of these regionswill be disussed elsewhere.Let us analyze now how the results for pseudorapidity distributions de-pend on the hoie of the unintegrated gluon distribution. In Fig. 10 Iompare pseudorapidity distribution of harged pions for di�erent models ofunintegrated gluon distributions. In this alulation the Binnewies�Kniehl�Kramer fragmentation funtion [30℄ has been used. The onlusions inferredabove stay true also here. Having in view a dramatially steep pt;g distribu-tion in Fig. 8 it is rather surprising that the normalization of the spetra atmidrapidities omes roughly orret, although very is a tendeny to an over-



From Unintegrated Gluon Distributions : : : 3207estimation for some gluon distributions. This an be due to the �t to DISdata, where the resolved photon omponent has been negleted. If the re-solved photon omponent is expliitly inluded [34℄ then the normalization ofthe dipole�nuleon omponent (dipole�nuleon ross setion or unintegratedgluon distribution) must be redued.

Fig. 10. Charged-pion pseudrapidity distribution at W = 200 GeV for di�erentmodels of unintegrated gluon distributions. In this alulation pt;h > 0.2 GeV. Theexperimental data of the UA5 ollaboration are taken from [35℄.What are typial transverse momenta of gluons involved in the alula-tions is shown in Fig. 11. In this alulation we have used the KL uninte-grated gluon distribution and the BKK g ! � fragmentation funtions [30℄.We observe a maximum of the transverse momentum squared of the pro-dued gluon at �h � 0. In our implementation of fragmentation (p2t;h � p2t;g)one tests relatively large p2t;g. While at midrapidities 
p2t � > 
�21� ; 
�22�,when going to the fragmentation regions the relation reverses. In the wholerange of pseudorapidity one tests on average �21; �22 � 1 GeV2. One shouldremember, however, that at the same time hx1i and hx2i hange dramatiallywhen going from midrapidities to the fragmentation region.In ontrast to Ref. [3℄, where the whole pseudorapidity distribution, in-luding fragmentation regions, has been well desribed in an approah simi-lar to the one presented here, in the present paper pions produed from thefragmentation of gluons in the gg ! g mehanism populate only midrapid-
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Fig. 11. Average values of 
p2t� (solid), 
�21� (dashed) and 
�22� (dotted) as a fun-tion of pion pseudorapidity.ity region, leaving room for other mehanisms in the fragmentation regions.These mehanisms involve quark/antiquark degrees of freedom or leadingprotons among others. In Fig. 12 I show the pseudorapidity spetra of pro-tons, antiprotons and the di�erene d�=d��+ � d�=d��� obtained with theode HIJING [37℄ (see also [38℄). The di�erene of the proton�antiprotonspetra gives an idea of leading partile ontribution. Both protons fromdeeply inelasti events as well as protons from di�ration dissoiation (sin-gle di�ration) have been inluded. The di�erene of the positively andnegatively harged pions gives the lower limit on the �+ � �� asymmetrimehanisms not taken into aount in the Kharzeev�Levin approah. Thesum of the three ontributions (thik solid) gives then lower limit on themissing ontributions. It is of the similar size as the missing ontributionsin Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. This strongly suggests that the agreement of the resultof the gg ! g approah with the PHOBOS distributions [4℄ in Ref. [3℄ inthe true fragmentation region is rather due to approximations made in [3℄than due to orretness of the reation mehanism. In priniple, this an beveri�ed experimentally at RHIC by measuring the �+=�� ratio in proton�proton sattering as a funtion of (pseudo)rapidity in possibly broad range.It seems that the BRAHMS experiment, for instane, an do it even withthe existing apparatus.
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Fig. 12. The pseudorapidity distribution of protons (solid), antiprotons (dashed)and the di�erene of the spetra of �+ and �� (dash-dotted) in the proton�protonollision at W = 200 GeV obtained with the ode HIJING [37℄. The thik solidline orresponds to the sum of these three ontributions. The experimental dataof the UA5 ollaboration are taken from [35℄.The transverse momentum distribution of harged hadrons is shown inFig. 13 together with experimental data of the UA1 ollaboration at CERNfrom Ref. [36℄. In this alulation the KL gluon distribution has been used.It is not ompletely lear to me how the experimental data in [36℄ should beinterpreted2. I assume that the experimental data should be interpreted as:X = Z d�d�hd2pt d�h. Z d�h : (27)We have taken �h 2 (�2:5; 2:5). The simple hadronization funtions, alledmodel I and II above, orretly �t low pt;h data and fail in the large pt;hregion. This is due to lak of QCD evolution [29℄. The results obtainedwith fragmentation funtions from [30,31℄ whih inlude DGLAP evolution,extremely well desribe the large pt;h data. Having in mind the ambiguityof the experimental data interpretation, the KL gluon distribution does afairly good job.2 The notion of the invariant ross setion in [36℄ is ontraditory to the lak of partileidenti�ation there.
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Fig. 13. Transverse momentum distributions of harged pions at W = 200 GeV forthe KL gluon distribution and di�erent fragmentation funtions. The experimentaldata of the UA1 ollaboration are taken from [36℄.

Fig. 14. Transverse momentum distributions of harged pions at W = 200 GeVfor BKK1995 fragmentation funtion and di�erent models of unintegrated gluondistributions. The experimental data of the UA1 ollaboration are taken from [36℄.



From Unintegrated Gluon Distributions : : : 3211In Fig. 14 I ompare the theoretial transverse momentum distributionsof harged pions obtained with di�erent gluon distributions with the UA1ollaboration data [36℄. The best agreement is obtained with the Kharzeev�Levin gluon distribution. The distribution with the GBWmodel is muh toosteep in omparison to experimental data. This is probably due to negletingQCD evolution. 6. ConlusionsI have alulated the inlusive distributions of gluons and assoiatedharged pions in the nuleon�nuleon ollisions through the gg ! g meha-nism in the kt-fatorization approah. The results for several unintegratedgluon distributions proposed reently in the literature have been ompared.The results, espeially transverse momentum distributions, obtained withdi�erent models of unintegrated gluon distributions di�er onsiderably.A speial attention has been devoted to the gluon distribution proposedreently by Kharzeev and Levin to desribe harged partile prodution inrelativisti heavy-ion ollisions. In the �rst step I have tested the gluon dis-tribution in eletron deep-inelasti sattering at small Bjorken x. A rathergood desription of the HERA data an be obtained by adjusting a nor-malization onstant. In the next step so-�xed gluon distribution has beenused to alulate (pseudo)rapidity and transverse momentum distribution ofgluoni jets and harged partiles.Huge di�erenes in both rapidity and transverse momentum distributionsof gluons and pions for di�erent models of unintegrated gluon distributionshave been found.Some approximations used reently in the literature have been disussed.Contrary to a reent laim in Ref. [3℄, we have found that the gluoni meh-anism disussed does not desribe the inlusive spetra of harged partilesin the fragmentation region, i.e. in the region of large (pseudo)rapidities forany unintegrated gluon distribution from the literature. Clearly the gluonimehanism is not the only one and other mehanisms (see e.g. [27,28℄ ) ne-gleted in [3℄ must be added. Some of them have been estimated with thehelp of the HIJING ode, giving a right order of magnitude for the missingstrength.Sine the mehanism onsidered is not omplete, it is not possible atpresent to preisely verify di�erent models of unintegrated gluon distribu-tions. The existing gluon distributions lead to the ontributions whih al-most exhaust the strength at midrapidities and leave room for other meh-anisms in the fragmentation regions. It seems that a measurement of trans-verse momentum distributions of partiles at RHIC should be helpful to testbetter di�erent unintegrated gluon distributions. A good identi�ation ofpartiles is required to verify the other mehanisms.
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